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SUBJECT: " CRANBERRIES .
" Information from the Agricultural Marketing Service,
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All you have to do is to mention the word cranberries if you want to set

people thinking about Thanksgiving. Cranberries and Thanksgiving just naturally

go together in the mind of every American. Any school child can tell you the

familiar story of the Pilgrims landing at Plymouth in 1520 and finding wild cran-

berries growing in the marshes nearby. And any school child can tell you about

the first Thanksgiving dinner where cranberries took an important place on the menu.

But the cranberry story from there on is not so well-known. Hot many people

know that as far back as the year 1810 groxvers began trying to cultivate cran-

berries. They kept on trying for 10 years with, no luck at all. But by 1850 they

had discovered some of the reasons why. They had found out that cranberries would

grow only on certain soils, that sand helped the crop, and that flooding would pro-

tect the vines from injury in winter. These discoveries changed the cranberry-

growing picture. After 1850 many more growers went in for cultivating these tart

red berries. And a good deal of swampland turned into cranberry bogs.

The commercial cranberry industry now brings growers an average yearly total

of 6 million dollars. And five States now take the honors in cranberry growing.

Cranberry centers are in southeastern Massachusetts, Hew Jersey, Wisconsin, and near

the mouth of the Columbia River in Washington and Oregon. But Massachusetts is far

ahead of all the others. Massachusetts normally grows almost 70 percent of the

Nation's whole cranberry crop.
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The cranberry industry'- is so important to Massachusetts that this Sta,te

supports an experiment station devoted entire 1;/ to studying cranberry problems.

The Station scientists cooperate with growers. They have worked ox\t practical

ways to give cranberries the water they need, and to protect the crop from frost,

insects and diseases. So cranberry growing has prospered in Massachusetts even

though various crop enemies have at times threatened ruin to the whole industry.

Areas devoted to cranberry growing in Massachusetts go by the name of "bogs."

They are generally low level swampland where dikes and drainage ditches control the

water. A well-cared-for, well-constructed cranberry bog will continue to yield a

good crop each year over an indefinite period.

But good crops don't necessarily mean a prosperous industry. Marketing is

as important as growing. Cranberries cooperative marketing associations have done

an effective job of distributing the crop. The American Cranberry Exchange is the

most important of the cooperative organizations. It has member associations in the

3 leading cranberry-growing sections—Massachusetts, Hew Jersey, and Wisconsin.

On the Pacific Coast, the Pacific Cranberry Exchange operates in much the same way

as the American Cranberry Exchange.

The American Cranberry Exchange follows a definite program. It works to

stabilize prices and members pool their berries to be marketed as fresh fruit.

The Exchange carefully sizes and grades berries for the fresh fruit market. Other

berries too tender to keep well go to the canners for immediate packing. Growers

marketing through the sales companies all get the one price for the same grade and

quality of berries. Growers who are members of the sales companies pay 50 cents a

barrel for advertising and promoting the sale of cranberries. For 25 years the

American Cranberry Exchange has been carrying on a marketing xerogram like this for

its members.
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I'Jhat happens when the crop is so large that it could easily glut the market

d "bring prices down so low the growers would lose money? Freezing and canning

ome to the rescue. 'Then the crop is very large, more cranberries are frozen and

eld until the market can use more canned cranberries. That's v/hat happened in

937 when the cranberry crop "broke all records in size. The surplus berries were

ept frozen until the canners could take care of them. So "berries from the '37

rop were not all sold until the fall of '39.

Cranberry canning has developed during the last 20 years. At first, it was

unsuccessful because canners used ordinary cans, and the acid in the fruit affected

the metal. 3ut since canners have learned to use special lined cans a good part

of the crop not goes to the canners. A third of the "big '37 crop went into cans.

These new freezing and canning methods have made it possible to have cranberries

the year around instead of just in the fall around Thanksgiving time.

This fall not so many cranberries will go into cans—or will sell fresh.

The 1940 cranberry crop is unusually small. The latest figures set the crop as 21

percent smaller than last year's, and 6 percent below average. That's "bad news for

cranberry-eaters , but grov/ers may have an easier time marketing every last berry.

That's all about cranberries for today. But next week you'll have news

about using cranberries to "best advantage.




